Dwight Building Collection (SC154)

Introduction

The Dwight Building Collection consists of floor plans, drawings of details, a longitudinal section, and a grade plan for the Stephen N. Dwight Building located at 1004 Baltimore Avenue.

Descriptive Summary

Title: Dwight Building Collection
Dates: 1969-1970
Size: 4.25 linear feet, 1 map cabinet folder
Collection Number: SC154

Donor Information

Found in collection

Citation Note

Dwight Building Collection (SC154), Missouri Valley Special Collections, Kansas City Public Library, Kansas City, Missouri.

Administrative Information

Related Collections: Additional items and information relating to the Dwight Building may be found in Missouri Valley Special Collections local history collections. These include: Manuscript File - Carter, Stephen N.; General Photograph Collection (P1); Kansas City, Missouri: Its History and Its People, 1800-1908 by Carrie Westlake Whitney; and "Old Places, New Spaces," in Corporate Report Kansas City, Vol. 10, No. 4, April 1984.

Biographical/Historical Sketch

The Stephen N. Dwight Building is considered to be the first all-steel framed building in Kansas City. Located at 1004 Baltimore Avenue, the building was designed by Charles A. Smith and originally had seven floors. Its first owner, Stephen N. Dwight, was well known for his real estate investments around the city. In 1927, three more floors were added to the top of the building. It was renovated in 2002.

Scope and Content Note

This collection contains renovation building plans for the Stephen N. Dwight Building. Included are floor plans, drawings of exterior corners, columns, and the
original staircase, a longitudinal section, and a grade plan. The plans are dated December 1969 and April 4, 1970 and signed by Stephen Carter.
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